
HONORS ENGLISH 10 – Summer Reading Assignment 
Mr. Jarvis 
ajarvis@bgcs.k12.oh.us 
Google Classroom: 6bs6yb6 
 
Required text: 
Dandelion Wine by Ray Bradbury 
ISBN: 9780553277531 
Amazon: https://tinyurl.com/ybk9fowh 
Barnes & Noble: https://tinyurl.com/y87nnrtb 

 
“The world, like a great iris of an even more gigantic eye, which has also just opened and stretched out 
to encompass everything, stared back at him.” 
 
Dandelion Wine, a semi-autobiographical novel by Ray Bradbury, follows the story of Douglas 
Spaulding, a stand-in for the author in his younger years, as he grows, learns, and experiences the 
small happenings of Green Town, Illinois, over the hazy summer of 1928. Classified as a 
coming-of-age novel, or bildungsroman, Dandelion Wine explores the darkness and goodness that can 
be found in looking back on the small moments that shape us, the tiny details of our younger years 
that surprise us in how much power and transcendence they hold. For your summer assignment, you 
will draw upon your close-reading skills you have built in English 9 and keep a running journal tracking 
the ways in which Bradbury examines the growth of Douglas through the seemingly insignificant 
moments over the course of this formative summer. 
 
Your journal notes should be structured in a two-column format. In the left column, you will track the 
text. Pull out passages where the language speaks to you. Consider words, phrases, and paragraphs 
that hold what you think to be really significant information for Douglas or his surrounding community 
members. Do you see patterns in the text? What similar ideas keep popping up? Call them out! Are 
there moments where the language feels as vivid as a painted picture? Quote it! In the right column, 
you will use the details and evidence you have written down to close-read the text. What about the 
pulled passages appears significant to you? What is Bradbury trying to say? What do these moments 
or the specific language reveal about the characters? About the novel’s themes? Two-column notes 
are a great way to not only reflect and sharpen our thoughts and ideas, but to consistently 
communicate with our reading—our books, especially in Honors 10, want to have conversations with 
us! Please continue on for a rubric and a notes template and example. 
 
This summer assignment is a requirement of Honors English 10 and will be collected on the first 
day of class. Late work will not be accepted. Considering the unpredictable nature of school right 
now, I encourage you to do this digitally. However, if you really love writing your thoughts with 
pen/pencil and paper, I’m more than okay with that! I’ll find a way to collect your work if things go 
online next fall (likely through a few pictures or a scanned file). 
 
 

https://tinyurl.com/ybk9fowh
https://tinyurl.com/y87nnrtb


 
 
 
 
Rubric: 

 

A stronger journal will likely clock in at four-to-five pages, but you are not limited to this. 
 

Criteria  0-1 - Unsatisfactory  2-5 - Developing  6-8 - Sufficient  9-10 - Strong 

Organization & 
Writing 

•Notes have no 
discernable structure 
or organization, no 
consistency, and/or 
do not follow the 
two-column format. 

•The two-column 
format is discernible 
but messy or 
inconsistent. 

•Two-column format 
is administered 
correctly and cleanly. 
•Notes are clear in 
language and 
organization. 

•Clear that extra time 
was spent on notes. 
•Organization and 
neatness go beyond 
expectations. 
•Language is clear 
and concise. 
•MLA format is 
adhered to. 

Criteria  0-5 - Unsatisfactory  6-12 - Developing  13-18 - Sufficient  19-20 - Strong 

Close-Reading the 
Text 

•Student lacks clarity 
or accuracy to text. 
Notes are very thin 
and surface-level. 

•Notes capture some 
ideas from the text 
accurately. 
•Attempt at 
explaining is weak, 
surface-level, and/or 
lacking in focus and 
accuracy. 

•Notes accurately 
capture the message 
and tone of the text. 
•Notes sufficiently 
and accurately 
explain information in 
the right-hand 
column. 

•Notes are detailed 
and informative. 
•Student thoroughly 
elaborates on 
multiple ideas to 
show an ambitious 
attempt at greater 
understanding of the 
text. 

Tracking the Text  •Student does not 
cover a majority of 
the text. 
•Textual evidence 
lacks significance or 
is minimal. 

•Student covers the 
majority of the text 
•Student shows a 
reasonable but 
lacking effort to 
consider important 
moments of the text 

•Student covers 
almost all of the text. 
•Pulled textual 
evidence shows 
consideration of 
significant moments 
but could be more 
frequent. 
•Textual evidence is 
cited. 

•Student’s notes are 
thorough and cover 
the entire text. 
•Pulled passages and 
textual evidence 
shows a 
consideration of the 
significant moments 
of the novel. 
•Textual evidence is 
cited. 

 
 
Your final score will be out of 50 points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Template: 

Tracking the text Responding to or close-reading the text 

When to quote and cite: 
 
Are you seeing repeating ideas? 
 
 
 

 
 
Does diction (word choice) or imagery stand out?  
 

 
 
Are you seeing symbols, literary devices, motifs? 
 
Is a theme or universal message beginning to reveal 
itself? 
 
 

 
 
Do you just really like this part of the novel? 

 
 
Explain the repeating ideas you’re seeing and their 
potential significance to the characters or story so 
far. 
 

 
 
Why does the author choose these words or phrases? 
How do they add to the text? 

 
 
Do the symbols, lit. devices, or motifs help you 
understand the developing themes further? Explain 
the significance they hold to Douglas or other 
characters. Why does Bradbury deliberately include 
this part? 
 

 
 
Why did you like it? 
 

 
 
Example (The Odyssey): 

Tracking the text Responding to or close-reading the text 

‘Cyclops, / you ask my honorable name? Remember / 
the gift you promised me, and I shall tell you. / My 
name is Nohbdy: mother, father, and friends, / 
everyone calls me Nohbdy’” (Hom. Od. 139-143). 
 
 
 
 

 
 
“So with our brand we bored that great eye socket / 
while blood ran out around the red-hot bar. / Eyelid 
and lash were seared; the pierced ball / hissed 
broiling, and the roots popped…” (Hom. Od. 
139-143). 

This passage again brings up the idea of Odysseus as 
a trickster. The passage reveals more of his clever 
nature, so that while he is not a traditional hero, he is 
a smart and clever protagonist, which is definitely 
admired by his Greek peers. The Odyssey is 
continuing to demonstrate a complex definition of 
what a hero truly is. 
 

 
 
Homer brings a lot of descriptive language into this 
passage, such as “red-hot bar,” “seared,” “hissed” to 
really bring the moment to life. The passage also 
reminds readers of the violation of hospitality, 
something the Greek’s held dear. Homer’s 
highlighting of this significant violation with such 
emotive language really brings to life this important 
passage in the text, helping the reader to remember 
just how he/she felt in the moment. 



 


